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We give a linear description of the permutahedron of series-parallel posets and characterize the 
facets. 
1. Introduction 
Schoute (1911) introduced the permutahedron on an n-element set N= { 1, . . . , n} 
as follows. With any permutation n of N we associate an incidence vector x(71) = 
(n(I), *.., n(n)) E IR”. The permutahedron is the polytope 
Perm(N) = conv{x(rr): rr is a permutation of N}. 
Independently, several authors (cf., e.g., Rado [4], Balas [l], Gaiha and Gupta [2], 
Young [6]) studied the permutahedron and derived a characterization of Perm(N) 
via the following linear inequalities 
x(S) z_!(S), S c N, 
x(N) = f(N), 
(1.1) 
Here we consider the more general problem on a partially ordered set P= (N, I) 
over an n-element ground set. The permutahedron of P now is restricted to the 
subset of permutations which are linear extensions of P, i.e., 
Perm(P) = conv(x(7r): II is a linear extension of P}. 
Given a linear function c : N+ IR, the linear programming problem 
max{ cx: x E Perm(P)) (1.2) 
is equivalent to the following one-machine scheduling problem: For a set N of jobs 
with individual processing times ci, i E N, find a schedule on one machine consis- 
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tent with precedence relations P among the jobs so that the average completion time 
is minimized. A schedule is a linear extension n of P and the completion time Cj 
of job j is its own processing time plus the sum over all processing times of jobs 
processed before it (Cj= Ci: n(i)5n(j) ci). So in order to solve the scheduling prob- 
lem, we have to minimize C Ci or equivalently C ci(n + 1 - n(i)) for all linear ex- 
tensions. 
We are interested in a linear description of Perm(P). The scheduling problem is 
NP-complete for arbitrary posets but polynomially solvable in the case of series- 
parallel posets (Sidney [5], see also Lawler [3]). So in general there is not much hope 
to obtain a full description of the permutahedron in terms of linear inequalities. In 
Section 3 we describe two classes of valid inequalities and show that they completely 
describe the permutahedron of series-parallel posets. Section 4 characterizes the 
facets among them. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let P = (N, I) be a finite partially ordered set (poset) with IP 1 = n. An element 
x is maximal (minimal) if xly (x~y) implies x=y. We say that a subset 1~ P is 
an ideal if XE I and y<x, then also y E I. A convex set Cc P is a subset such that 
x,y~C and xlzly implies ZEP. 
A linear extension L of P is an ordering L = n, n2.. . n, of the ground set such that 
ni occurs before nj whenever ni’nj or equivalent a permutation TC of N s.t. 
n(i)<‘rc(j) if ilj. Notice that <’ refers to the standard ordering on Kl and I to 
the partial ordering on N. 
A poset is series-parallel if it can be constructed inductively from single elements 
by repeated application of the following two operations to series-parallel posets 
P1 = (N,, q) and Pz=(N2, +). 
(2.1) Parallel composition 
P=P,IlPz, 
x5y if 
x+ y and x,y~Nt, 
I xs2y and x,yeN2; 
(2.2) Series composition 
P=P,@P,, 
xlly 
xly if 
1 
and x,y~Nt, 
xsZy and x,yeN,, 
x~N,, yeN2. 
Equivalently, a poset is series-parallel if no four elements induce the following 
suborder: 
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If a poset can be written as the series composition of two nonempty posets, then 
it is series-reducible and prime otherwise. 
3. The permutahedron of series-parallel posets 
Let P = (IV, I) be an arbitrary poset, x an incidence vector of a linear extension 
of P and 1~ P an ideal. A direct generalization of the restrictions (1.1) are the ideal 
constraints 
(3.1) 
Secondly, consider a series-reducible convex set C=A @ 3. Series-reducible con- 
vex sets induce valid inequalities in the following way. Let x be an incidence vector 
of a linear extension of P and k be the largest entry in xi, i EA. Then x(A) I 
C )tb-’ k-i and x(B)? 1 !Elrk+ i. If we combine these two, we obtain for all 
series-reducible convex sets C=A @B the convex set constraints 
I4x(B)-IBIx(42+ I4l~l(I4+Im (3.2) 
Let Perm’(P) be the polytope defined by the ideal constraints (3.1) and the convex 
set constraints (3.2). Clearly, Perm(P) G Perm’(P). We will show in this section that 
Perm(P) = Perm’(P) if P is series-parallel. For this purpose we need two preparatory 
lemmas. 
For a given vector XE R” we say that an ideal is tight if the corresponding ideal 
constraint holds with equality. 
Lemma 3.1. Let x~Perm’(P) and I be a tight ideal with [Zl = k. Then y= 
(xi: i E I) E Perm’(Z) and z = (xi - k: i E P \ I) E Perm’(P \ Z). 
Proof. It is easily verified that the vectors y and z both satisfy the convex set con- 
straints. For every ideal JC I, y(J) =x(J)>f(J). Now consider some ideal JC P \ I. 
Since I U J is an ideal of P we get 
z(J)=x(J)-IIlIJI rf(IUJ)-x(I)-IIIIJI =f(J). c3 
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Lemma 3.2. Let P be a series-parallel poset and x an extreme point of Perm’(P). 
Then there exists a tight proper subideal of P. 
Proof. Since P has a series-parallel decomposition we distinguish two cases. 
(i) P = P, 0 Pz . Then PI @ P2 is a series-reducible convex set. Hence 1 P, 1 x(P2) - 
l~2l~~~,~~t~~~ll~~ll~l. s ince x(P) =x(P,) +x(P,) =f(P), we get x(P1)If(P1). 
This together with the ideal inequality for P, implies that P, is a tight ideal. 
(ii) P= P, 11 P2. Suppose that no proper subideal of P is tight. Let E = min{x(Z) - 
f(Z): Z is a proper subideal of P}. Choose a vector CE R” such that x is the unique 
optimal solution for min{cx: XE Perm’(P)}. We may assume that c(PJ /PI 1 I
c(P1) I P2 I. Let X’E R” be given by 
i 
Xi- &, if iEP,. 
We claim that X’E Perm’(P). The convex set constraints are obviously satisfied since 
any series-reducible convex set C is contained either in P, or Pz and the convex set 
constraints are invariant if we add the same constant to every component in C. 
For any proper ideal Z we have 
x’(Z) = c ,,,I( I &)+I~p,~i+ $J) 2X(z)-EEf(z). x. - 
Hence X’E Perm’(P) and CX’I cx+ &(c(PZ)/IP2 / - c(P1)/l PI I) I cx, contradicting 
our assumption. 0 
We are now ready to give the linear characterization of the permutahedron of 
series-parallel posets. 
Theorem 3.3. Let P be a series-parallel poset. Then Perm(P) = Perm’(P). 
Proof. We already know that Perm(P) c Perm’(P). For the converse we perform in- 
duction on I P I. Let x be a vertex of Perm’(P) and c E R” such that x is the unique 
optimal solution to min(cx: x E Perm’(P)}. By Lemma 3.2 there exists a tight proper 
subideal Z of P. Then for the restricted vectors y = (Xi: i EZ) and z= (Xi- III: 
i E P \ Z) we know from Lemma 3.1 that y E Perm’(Z) and z E Perm’(P \ Z). 
By induction, there exist incidence vectors of linear extensions Y’E Perm(Z) and 
z’EPerm(P \I) SO that CiEl ci_YjI CiGl C;Y; and CiGp\I ciZl< CiEp\I CiZi. We 
can combine y’ and z’ to a vector X’E Perm(P) by setting 
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Then CX'I CiErCiyi+ CieP\I Ci(Zi+ /ZI)=cx. Hence x is the incidence vector of a 
linear extension and Perm’(P) = Perm(P). 0 
4. Dimension and facets 
We say that the permutations rcl, . . . , rk are linearly independent if their in- 
cidence vectors (ni( l), . . . , ni(n)), 1 I ir k, are linearly independent. For a permuta- 
tion n of P={p,,..., p,} and pn + 1 $ P we define the lifting of rt to P Up,,+ 1 by 
7c’(j) = 
for 1 5j 5 n, 
forj=n+l. 
Lemma 4.1. Let IC,, . . . , nk E I?” be linearly independent permutations of P and ~6 a 
permutation of P Up,,, such that rrh(n + 1) fp,,+ 1. Then II,& n;, . . . , rt; are linearly 
independent. 
Proof. Suppose not, then there exist A,, . . . ,Lk such that ni= Cf= I din;. For the 
last component of n; we get nh(n + 1) =pn+] Cf= 1 li. On the other hand, summing 
over all components yields 
n+l n+l k 
C 71i(j) = C C Ai7tf(j) =if, “i;$y nrl(j>- 
j=l j=l i=l 
Since the component sum of the n,! is constant for i = 0, . . . , k, we get If=, ki= 1. 
We conclude z&n + 1) =p,,+] which is a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let P= P, I/ Pz be the parallel composition of PI and Pz; then 
dim(Perm(P)) = IPJ - 1 and there exist JP\ linearly independent linear extensions 
of P. 
Proof. (Induction on /PI.) The case jP( =2 is obvious. For IPl =n+l we may 
assume that JPzJ L 2. Let P”+~ denote a maximal element of P2 and consider the 
poset P’:=P, IIP2\pn+1. By induction, we find n linearly independent extensions 
rcl,...,x, for P’. Let ni(j) be the last element of P, in 71i, i.e., z,(j)~P, and 
rcl (i) $ P, for i >j. Define now nh by 
xi(i), 
1 
for i<j, 
z;(i)= nl(i+l), forjsizzn, 
nt (j), for i= n+l, 
where zl(n+l)=p,+,. Then rci is a linear extension of P and, by Lemma 4.1, nb 
and the liftings n;, . . . , n;, which by construction are linear extensions of P, are 
linearly independent. 0 
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We say that a series-parallel poset P has a prime decomposition if there are prime 
suborders P I,..,,Pk, k21, such that P=Pl@...@P,. If k=l, P is either a 
parallel composition or a singleton. 
Theorem 4.3. Let P be a series-parallel poset with prime decomposition P, @ 
... @Pk. Then 
dim(Perm(P)) = /PI - k 
and there exist dim(Perm(P)) + 1 linearly independent linear extensions of P. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the number k of components. The 
case k= 1 has been proved in Lemma 4.2. 
Assume now k> 2. Then the ideals P, U ... U Pj for j = 1, . . . , k are tight for every 
linear extension of P. This implies dim(Perm(P)) I IPI - k. By induction hypothesis 
and by Lemma 4.2 there exist r = Cfi; 1 Pi / - k + 2 linearly independent extensions 
rrr, . . . , II, for P \ Pk and s = 1 Pk 1 linearly independent linear extensions er, . . . , Q, for 
Pk. The result now follows from concatenating these linear extensions to ]P] - 
k + 1 linearly independent extensions rrr Q;, . . . , TC,Q;, nl Q;, . . . , 7c1 ~1 of P where 
&= ei+ r. In order to see that they are linearly independent, subtract the first vec- 
tor from each of the last s-l vectors. 0 
We conclude by characterizing the constraints which define facets. The arguments 
used in the previous proof immediately give the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.4. Let P, P’ be series-parallel posets. A convex set constraint defining 
a facet for Perm(P) defines a facet of both Perm(P@ P’) and Perm(P’@ P). 
The set of constraints (3.1) and (3.2) used so far contain redundant inequalities. 
One easily checks that the convex set constraints for Cr =A1 0 A2 and C, = 
A2 @ A3 imply the convex set constraints for Cs =A, @ (A2UA3) and C,= 
(A, UA,) @ A3. Furthermore the ideal constraint for Z and the convex set con- 
straint for C = Z @ B imply the ideal constraint for I’ = Z U B. 
We call a series-reducible convex set C = A @ B bipartite if A and B are prime. 
Hence it suffices to require (3.1) for prime ideals and (3.2) for bipartite convex sets 
only. 
Lemma 4.5. Let P = P, 11 P2. Then every bipartite convex set C defines a facet of 
Perm(P). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the cardinality of \P \ Cl and show that there 
are IPI - 1 linearly independent extensions for which C is tight. If I P \ C/ = 1, we 
may assume that P, = C and P2 =pl. Let n = IPI. By Theorem 4.3 there exist n - 2 
linearly independent extensions x1, . . . , x, _2 of P, . Given these, we define the n - 1 
linear extensions xi, . . . ,x,!_, of P by 
The permutahedron of series-parallel posets 
x;(j) = xi(j), 
t 
forjl ICI, 
PI, for j=n, 
for i= 1, . . ..n-2 and 
x’-‘(j)= ::;i-1), i 
for j= 1, 
for 1 <jln. 
9 
The induction step is the same as in Lemma 4.2 and therefore omitted. 0 
Theorem 4.6. Let P be a series-parallel poset with prime decomposition P = P1 @ 
*** @Pk. 
(i) An ideal I defines a facet of Perm(P) if and only if IC P, and both Z and 
P, \ I are prime. 
(ii) A convex set C defines a facet if and only if C is bipartite and CC Pi for 
some i. 
Proof. (i) Observe that {xc Perm(P): x(Z) =f(I)) = Perm(P’), where P’:= I@ 
(Pl \I)OP,O ... @Pk. Therefore an ideal I defines a facet iff the dimension of 
P’ satisfies dim(Perm(P’)) = dim(Perm(P)) - 1 = IP( - (k + 1). Hence (i) follows 
from Theorem 4.3. 
(ii) The “if’‘-part follows from Corollary 4.4 and Lemma 4.5. Thus it remains 
to prove that if CgPi for all i, then C does not define a facet. Since C=A @B we 
have only to consider the case where A c Pi and B c Pi+1 . Now, {XE Perm(P): 
IA/x(B)-IBJx(A)=+ IAllB( (IAI+lBl)}=Perm(P’), where P’:=P,@...@ 
(Pi\A)@A@B@(Pi+,\B)@***@Pk. Hence, if C defines a facet, then 
dim(Perm(P’)) = dim(Perm(P)) - 1, contradicting Theorem 4.3. 0 
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